
 

Calluses and callus pads should never be used as a first or only response to a callus. You first want to try several other at-home remedies, such as wearing comfortable but well-fitting shoes, using padded socks around the house, and applying petroleum jelly or lotion to the affected areas at night. If these treatments fail to work after 1-2 months, then you should talk with your doctor about potential
medications that can deal with the problem. Calluses can be caused by a number of different factors, including ill-fitting shoes, running on hard surfaces, high-impact workouts, and excessive pressure from shoes or ankle braces. They can also develop from certain activities that require repetitive motions of the feet. Frequently this may be from sports such as aerobics, basketball, dance, hiking or
volleyball. It is common for the balls of the feet to develop calluses over time due to friction and pressure exerted by your shoe against these areas. You may not notice this especially if it is gradual enough. This is usually alleviated with switching to more comfortable shoes or changing up your routines so you are no longer putting as much stress on those areas of the foot. However, a buildup of callus
can also be a sign of a more serious condition. If you feel that the issue is an underlying one, such as arthritis or poor blood vessel function, then this is most likely not caused by your shoes. Your doctor will be able to assess this for you with routine exams and lab tests. 

While chipping away at your calluses with glass files is the go-to method for rubbing away rough skin, experts say it's actually quite unsafe and can lead to bacteria entering the bloodstream or permanent nerve damage due to improper technique. Plus, the cracks tend to reappear after only a few days because there's not enough room for all of your layers of skin to breathe properly. And if you think of
your feet as a personalized yoga mat, the only person you're helping is you.

Callus Care expert Leah Reisman, M.D., reports that there are actually two types of keratin: When the protein keratin is laid down on the epidermal cells in your nails and toenails, it makes them stronger and more flexible by increasing their tensile strength. This is one of the reasons calluses develop. If a layer of new tissue is not laid down on top of already existing calluses at a regular pace, then over
time they will get thicker and harder, which can cause pain and irritation. It's very important to keep your calluses clean, so you can avoid an infection. It's also important to keep them moisturized so they don't dry out and become cracked. If you do not properly care for your calluses, they will become thicker and more painful. This can lead to further problems because the top layer of the skin
separates from the underlying layers causing dislocations of other structures in that area of the foot. This can be painful and lead to other medical problems. There are many ways to minimize calluses naturally without using manicure files which could cause infection or injury since they are not designed for this purpose.
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